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THINKaha. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 120 pages. Dimensions: 8.5in. x 5.5in. x
0.2in.Have you ever left a class or training program excited about what you learned, only to realize
a month later that you have applied little of it back on the job As a training manager have you ever
invested significant dollars and resources to carefully design and deploy a training program only to
see little or no shift in individual behavior or culture afterwards Even when your students passed the
knowledge tests and you are certain learning occurred As learning professionals, we often focus on
the easy goal--imparting knowledge--and ignoring what it really takes to create lasting change.
Creating a lasting impact on people and organizations requires much more than knowledge
transfer. Lasting change occurs when learners practice and perfect what they have learned back on
the job, building real skills instead of acquiring factual information, and, most difficult of all,
changing habits so those new skills are applied consistently for real business results and bad habits
are killed off. Today there is little time in class to practice skills to a minimal level of proficiency, let
alone achieve outstanding performance. Learners focus their attention back to...
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It in a single of the best pdf. it had been writtern quite properly and beneficial. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Mr . Ma ximo Johns
Most of these pdf is the ideal pdf available. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your book. I am just easily could get a delight of reading
through a written book.
-- Ja ny Cr ist
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